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This paper surveys and demonstrates the power of non-strict evaluation in
applications executed on distributed architectures. We present the design,
implementation, and experimental evaluation of single assignment, incomplete
data structures in a distributed memory architecture and Abstract Network
Machine (ANM). Incremental Structures (IS), Incremental Structure Software
Cache (ISSC), and Dynamic Incremental Structures (DIS) provide non-strict
data access and fully asynchronous operations that make them highly suited for
the exploitation of fine-grain parallelism in distributed memory systems. We
focus on split-phase memory operations and non-strict information processing
under a distributed address space to improve the overall system performance.
A novel technique of optimization at the communication level is proposed and
described. We use partial evaluation of local and remote memory accesses not
only to remove much of the excess overhead of message passing, but also to
reduce the number of messages when some information about the input or part
of the input is known. We show that split-phase transactions of IS, together
with the ability of deferring reads, allow partial evaluation of distributed
programs without losing determinacy. Our experimental evaluation indicates
that commodity PC clusters with both IS and a caching mechanism, ISSC, are
more robust. The system can deliver speedup for both regular and irregular
applications. We also show that partial evaluation of memory accesses decreases
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the traffic in the interconnection network and improves the performance of MPI
IS and MPI ISSC applications.
KEY WORDS: Incremental structures; software cache; message passing; partial
evaluation; non-strict information processing.

1. INTRODUCTION
While conventional (and sequential) information processing usually implies
complete production of data before its consumption, the asynchronous
execution present in most concurrent systems often requires that this
restriction be lifted. This means that data structures as well as the execution
model must be completely re-thought in the context of distributed control
and storage. Indeed, asynchronous evaluation is facilitated when structure
production and consumption can be allowed to proceed with a looser
synchronization than conventionally understood. This can take place at the
highest level (language), at the intermediate execution level (evaluation
model), or at the lowest level in the representation of the communicating
data structures themselves.
Indeed, one source of inefficiency in current memory sharing mechanisms is in the fact that the various primitives impose too rigid a control
structure on the computations responsible for filling in the components of
the data structure. Imperative languages do not suffer from this drawback because the allocation of a data structure (variable declaration) is
decoupled from the filling in of that data structure (assignment). However,
imperative languages, with their unrestricted assignments, complicate
parallelism detection because of timing and determinacy issues. Non-strict
structures, for example Incremental Structures (ISs), are an attempt at
regaining this flexibility without losing determinacy. Some of such structures are well known and have been experimentally evaluated for a variety
of multithreaded shared memory systems. The problem is to assess how
suited they are for the exploitation of parallelism in distributed memory
systems which use the latency tolerance properties of MPI. We focus here
on split-phase memory operations and non-strict information processing
under a distributed address space to demonstrate their impact on the
overall distributed system performance.
Partial evaluation is another example of incomplete information processing. It allows the partial execution of a program when only some of its
input data are available, and generation an often faster residual program
that contains the operations which are dependent on the unknown parameters. Such a reduction of operations is a source of program optimization.
The next question then becomes, would it be possible to use partial evaluation,
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not only to remove much of the excess overhead of program and message
passing, but also to reduce the number of messages? The answer
is effectively yes. In this paper, a novel technique of optimization at the
communication level is proposed and described. It is based on the partial
evaluation of local and remote memory accesses when some information
about the input or part of the input is known. To our knowledge no similar
approaches have been reported in the literature.
The incompleteness of IS is considered at the level of elements.
Dynamic I-Structures (DISs) (1) differ from I-Structures in that they have
an unrestricted number of elements. This may increase the degree of
incompleteness. In this paper, we show that DISs lead to fine-grain parallel
computation where more optimization can be done by partial evaluation.
They are also useful when solving problems where complicated dynamic
data structures (such as lists, trees, etc.) are involved and hand or compiler
detection of parallelism is difficult.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we concentrate on
giving the essential ideas relevant to the concept of incompleteness on three
levels (language, evaluation model, and data structures). Section 3 introduces distributed I-Structure and I-Structure Software Caches (ISSC)
implementation. The concept of their partial evaluation is described in
Section 3.1, and experimental evaluation is presented in Section 3.2. In
Section 4, we present some experimental results related with the DISs.
Finally, some related work and conclusion are discussed.
2. NON-STRICT INFORMATION PROCESSING
2.1. Strict and Non-Strict Languages
There is much debate regarding the relative merits of strict and nonstrict languages: (2) Incomplete information processing can be a useful
characteristic of languages since they can be so easily targeted to parallel
execution. In strict languages, the arguments of a function are always
evaluated before it can be invoked. As a result, if any expression in the
body of a function does not need the value of the arguments, or depends
on any part of the arguments, the whole function cannot be evaluated until
all argument values are actually evaluated. Strictness imposes also the
following requirement: complete evaluation of all components before a
structure is build. This has the inherent side-effect of severely restricting
coarse and fine-grain producer-consumer pipelining. Conversely, in a nonstrict language, the arguments to a function are not necessarily evaluated
before their values are actually required. Hence, evaluating the expression
may still terminate properly, even if the evaluation of arguments does not
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(when the values of the incomplete parameters are not used in the expression).
For this reason, non-strict functions are also called lazy functions, and are
said to evaluate their arguments lazily, or by need. (3–6) Lenient semantics are
also non-strict: (7, 8) functions with lenient semantics may be invoked before
their arguments are evaluated and structures may be built before their
individual components are evaluated, or while their evaluation is undertaken. Lenient semantics offer the significant advantage of eliminating the
need to select reducible expressions by initiating eager computations (it
should be noted that this is different from speculative execution which
would be the evaluation of both branches of a conditional and the discarding
of one when the value of the conditional expression has been evaluated).
Non-strict functions are extremely useful in a variety of contexts: their
main advantage is that they free programmers from many concerns such as
evaluation order, parallelism and global synchronization. Computationally
expensive values may be passed as arguments to functions and need not be
computed if they are not needed. Data structures of indefinite length (e.g.,
streams) are a case in point.
2.2. Model of Execution: Partial Evaluation
Partial Evaluation (PE) (9) is another example of incomplete or nonstrict information processing. PE is an automatic program transformation
technique which allows the partial execution of a program when only some
of its input data are available (static), and specializes it by pre-computing
parts of the program that depend on specific parameter settings. The residual program is often faster that the original one. Adopting the notation of
Mogensen and Sestoft, (10) we use p for the program text, and [[p]] for the
function computed by p. Consider a p which requires two inputs, x1 and x2 .
When the specific values d1 and d2 are given for the two inputs, we can
execute the program, producing a result. Let us denote by [[p]]L [d1 , d2 ]
the result of running p with input values d1 and d2 on an L-machine. When
only one input value d1 is given, we cannot run p, but we can partially
evaluate it, producing a version pd1 of p specialized for the case where
x1 =d1 . A partial evaluator is a program peval, which performs a partial
evaluation. Hence, given a program p and a d1 , it produces a residual
program pd1 , with one input such that [[peval]]L [p, d1 ]=pd1 . It satisfies
[[pd1 ]]T [d2 ]=[[p]]S [d1 , d2 ] for all d2 or [[peval]]L [p, d1 ]T [d2 ]=
[[p]]S [d1 , d2 ], where L is the language in which peval is written, S is the
language of the source program, and T is the language of the target
program.
Partial evaluation enables the construction of general highly parameterized software systems without sacrificing efficiency. Specialization turns
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the general system into an efficient one specialized for specific parameter
setting. It is similar in concept to, but in several ways stronger than,
a highly optimizing compiler. Specialization can be done automatically or
with human intervention. Partial evaluation may be considered a generalization of the usual evaluation. (11) Introduction of such a generalization
appears to be very fruitful and allows the study of various programming
concepts from a new point of view. Although simple in concept, partial
evaluation has been used in such areas as compilation, scientific computing,
meta-programming, computer graphic, pattern matching and others. (12–18)
Note that such a form of computation is based on three different mechanisms:
evaluation, partial evaluation, and residual program code generation.
Partial evaluators exist for several languages: functional, logical, C,
Fortran and etc. Two systems for C could be mentioned: C-mix (19) and the
TEMPO system. (20) Tempo can perform source-to-source transformation at
compile time as well as binary code generation at run time.
Ershov (11) introduced the concept of program transformation by a
transformation machine for partial evaluation. Transformations, i.e., substitution of some syntactic or semantic construction of a program by
another one (possibly simplified) are considered the instruction set of such
a machine. The instructions not only perform some program evaluation,
but also change (simplify) the program itself. If the initial input data are
completely determined, then a sequence of transformations reduces the
program to the single operator of the result output. If a part of the input
data is not available (dynamic), then, at some stage, no further transformation can be applied and the program becomes a residual program which is
ready to continue the evaluation as soon as dynamic inputs are available.
Thus, in the transformation machine, there is no difference between
evaluation and partial evaluation. Moreover, the process of transformations appears to be parallel and non-deterministic, since under some circumstances, the possible transformations can be performed in an arbitrary
order. The process of transformation is, in fact, similar to the process of
reduction. (21, 22)
The theoretical and application results obtained in the partial evaluation field are mostly associated with the fundamental properties of sequential computations. We will show here that they can also be included in parallel computations in a natural way. The parallel partial evaluation based
on the DISs is implemented in the Abstract Network Machine (ANM), (1)
where the incompleteness of the information is not restricted only to the
dynamic part of program inputs. Relations with unknown or dynamic
arity, incomplete mutually supplemented relations, non-strict functions, or
incomplete structures with unknown elements and/or an unknown number
of elements can be represented and manipulated. ANM is an abstract
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model of transformational machine and does not distinguish between the
three mechanisms: evaluation, partial evaluation, and residualizing. All of
them are merely the result of a single transformation mechanism named
network unification which is a modification of a graph reduction mechanism for fine grain parallel computation and processing of DISs.
2.3. Data Structures
The most common source of parallelism in many programming languages is in regular data structures such as array or vectors. Parallelism can
be expressed for instance via a forall expression which takes all the elements of the array as input and produces another array or its reduction as
the output. Several variations of data structures can be mentioned: strict
arrays, arrays, tuples, I-Structures, Q-Structures, M-Structures, J-Structures, L-Structure Arrays, and DI-Structures, KL1 incomplete structures
(see Table I).
The strict array is a conventional sequence of values. It can be used
only after all the element bindings have been completed. That is, the
binding of the array cannot take effect until all its components are bound
to ground values (constants or static values). One way to look at it is that
the array is created, filled, and until the producer uses it further, no one
else has access to it. Under certain circumstances, such as modifying
the array without losing determinacy, such a restriction is very useful.
However, the producer of the array and its consumer work in a strict
sequential fashion with coarse grain synchronization.
An array structure is a sequence of values. The number of its components is also known at run time. Index selectors are integer computable
constants. The array is a non-strict structure because each element can be
used without waiting for all element bindings to have completed. However,
the producer of the array element and its consumer still work in a strict
sequential fashion with fine grain synchronization at the level of individual
elements. Different elements can be evaluated in parallel. All components,
if bounded, are ground values.
Tuples structures (23) are also non-strict. They are sequences of values
and created by specifying all of their components. The structure can be
propagated even before the individual component bindings take place.
Index selectors are integer constants specified at compile time. The nonstrictness of tuples facilitates the construction of the structure and the
computation of all its elements in parallel.
I-Structures. In a multiprocessor system, arbitrary (chaotic) writing
and reading may occur because of parallel computations. When processors
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Table I. Data Structures
SA
Non-strict semantics
Single assignment semantics
Sequence of components
Created by specifying all the components
Number of components is known at run time
Number of components can be incremented at
run time
All components if bounded are static values
Propagated before the individual components
bindings take place (fine grain synchronization)
Access by index (index selector is computable
constant)
Associative access by component name
Index selector is specified at compile time
Producer of the structure and its consumer work
strictly sequentially (coarse grain
synchronization)
Producer of the component and its consumer
work strictly sequentially (fine grain
synchronization)
Producer of the component and its consumer
work independently (a fetch request may arrive
before the corresponding store completes)
Asynchronous reading
Split-phase transaction component access
(deferred read)
Multiple/parallel reading of the same component
Emptying reading (consumption)
Ability to test a component state
Initialization to an empty state
Initialization to a full state
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communicate, they need to synchronize to ensure that valid data is used
and to avoid race conditions. If some required data is not available, the
processor must either wait for it to arrive (using coarse or fine grain
synchronization), or switch to another thread, and occasionally poll for the
arrival of the data or wait for an interrupt announcing the arrival of the
data. ISs (24–28) are an attempt at solving this problem. A request for IS fetch
may arrive at an individual IS element before the corresponding IS store
completes. The number of components is known at run time and the runtime system should be capable of testing for a ground value (full location),
an empty location, or one or several deferred reads.
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Whether an I-fetch is deferred or not depends upon scheduling, and
hence on the algorithm and machine configuration. ISs provide non-strict
data access, fully asynchronous operations, and split-phase memory accesses. ISs facilitate the discovery of parallelism where timing sequences and
determinacy issues would otherwise complicate its detection. In addition,
they allow a regain of flexibility without losing determinacy. ISs can be
extended to share data among several threads. The structure memory may
contain multiple data or multiple continuations at the associated queued as
a communication channel between threads. These extended I-Structures are
called Q-structures. (29, 30)
M-Structures. Introducing a state into non-strict functional languages is an active area of research (e.g., monads (31) are mutable abstract
data types), but such approaches come mostly at the cost of imposing some
sequentially in order to preserve well-defined functional semantics. M-structures (25, 26, 32, 33) demonstrate an alternative approach, which does not come
at the cost of forced sequentially. M-Structures are imperative data structures with implicit synchronization supporting atomic updates. A state bit
is associated with every M-Structure element indicating whether it is empty
or full. Correctness is defined in terms of the history of values held in an
M-Structure cell. Serializability ensures that M-Structures updates appear
atomic and sequential. (34)
J-Structures. Fine-grain data-level synchronization is expressed using
data structures with accessors that implicitly synchronize them. In Refs. 35
and 36, these structures are called J-Structures and L-Structures. A J-Structure is a data structure for producer-consumer style synchronization
inspired by I-Structures. A J-Structure is like an array, but each element
has an additional state: full or empty. A reader of an element waits until
the element’s state is full before returning the value. A writer of a J-Structure element writes a value, set the state to full, and releases any waiting
readers. The difference between J-Structures and I-Structures is that
J-Structure elements can be reset to an empty state. As with M-Structures,
it is possible to implement pair-wise producer-consumer synchronization
using L-Structures: producers use synchronizing writes and consumers use
locking reads. This can be viewed as an optimization of J-Structures which
avoids having to reset elements when there is only a single consumer for
each value produced.
L-Structures are arrays that support three operations: a locking read,
a non-locking peek, and a synchronizing write. (35) A locking read waits until
an element is full before emptying it and returning the value. A peek also
waits until the element is full, but then returns the value without emptying
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the element. A synchronizing write stores a value into an empty element,
and sets it to full, releasing any waiting processes. The L-Structure allows
mutually exclusive access to each of its elements. L-Structures are different
from M-Structures in that they allow multiple non-locking readers. L-Structures are similar to J-Structures. The main differences are that L-Structure
elements are initialized to full with some initial value, and that an L-Structure read of an element sets the associated full/empty bit to empty.
DI-Structures (37) also have non-strict semantics. A DI-Structure is an
infinite set of components. It can be created by specifying its components
statically or at run time. In either case, the final number of components
is unknown, hence there is no ability to test for this number, and elements
are selected by names (associative access). A structure is available (propagated) when none or not all of its element bindings have been completed.
A fetch request may arrive at a DIS element before the corresponding DIS
element appears. The request allocates the element of the structure if it
does not exist and the continuation vector of the original request will be
redirected for this element. Hence, DISs can be gradually made more
complete. Producers of the whole DIS or producers of individual DIS
elements and their consumers work in a pipeline fashion with unordered
pipelining similar to that of ISs. In contrast to IS, however, the DIS runtime system is not capable of testing for the presence (availability) or status
of the elements (value, an empty location, or deferred reads). Fetch and
store requests are implemented as a network unification. (38)
KL1 incomplete structures. Incomplete data structures also play an
important role in various logical programming techniques. (39) They are the
source of flexible programming styles such as, for instance, the KL1
concurrent logic programming language based on Guarded Horn Clauses. (40, 41)
Elements of the structure which do not have their value yet determined are
written as variables. For example, an incomplete list whose first element is
a symbolic atom and the rest of the list is underdetermined can be represented and manipulated. Variables in such structures can be shared among
goals. Their values can be determined by goals other than the goal which
has the whole data structure. Thus, incomplete structures can be gradually
made more complete by some other goals. The incomplete message mechanism in KL1 is another example of the use of incomplete data structures.
The message can be sent with the argument left undefined, to allow increment and decrement by an arbitrary amount by adding arguments to messages. Such message with undefined arguments is called an incomplete
message. Using this style, a single stream can be used for both-way communication.
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3. I-STRUCTURE AND I-STRUCTURE SOFTWARE CACHES
An IS has the property that an IS fetch request may arrive at an IS
element before the corresponding IS store completes. An IS provides presence bits for each element. When an I-fetch occurs before an I-store, the
deferred request is queued on a linked list of that particular IS element.
When the I-store finally occurs, the system responds to the deferred reads
by distributing the written value to the requests which have been received
in the meantime. Whether an I-fetch is deferred or not depends upon
scheduling, and ultimately on algorithm and machine configuration, but
not upon synchronization issues.
Non-Blocking threads and MPI execution models have been proposed
as an effective means to overlap computation and communication in distributed memory systems without any hardware support. Split-phase
operations of IS are also used to enable the tolerance of request latencies
by a decoupling between the initiators and the receivers of communication/
synchronization transactions. However, the data locality of the distributed
data is not exploited in MPI and Non-Blocking multithreading models;
moreover, each request also incurs the cost of communication interface
overhead.
The I-Structure Software Cache (ISSC) (42) provides a software caching
mechanism for ISs to reduce the communication latency by caching the
split-phase transactions, so that the system would combine the benefits of
both latency tolerance and latency reduction in order to provide the capability to adapt to the unpredictable communication characteristics of MPP
systems.
As we have already described, I-Structures are part of a single
assignment memory system where multiple updates of a data element are
not permitted, hence any copy of the data elements in a local cache will
not be updated. Therefore, the cache coherence is already embedded in the
concept of IS memory systems. It makes the design of a cache much
simpler than for others non-strict structures without having to be concerned with the cache coherence problem. A remote memory request is sent
out to the remote host only if the requested data is not available in the
local ISSC. A write-through policy is adopted for the I-store operations. In
the original ISSC design, a ‘‘cache advance’’ scheme was implemented. This
means that a cache line is allocated upon a remote IS read miss while the
following misses are queued in this pre-allocated cache line without
forwarding any further requests to the actual location of the IS.
The cache system works as an interface between the user applications
and the network interface. It intercepts all the remote read operations.
Spatial locality is explored through a block request mechanism. Instead of
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requesting a single element of the structure, an entire block of the data
(cache line), including the requested element, is requested to the node that
hosts the IS. Therefore, spatial data locality can also be exploited.
Simulation and experimental results which demonstrate the impact of
the ISSC runtime system on the non-blocking multithreaded systems have
been presented in Refs. 42–44. The performance of the four benchmarks
with three versions: the original EARTH system, the EARTH system with
IS support and the EARTH system with IS and ISSC support are
compared for Matrix Multiplication, Conjugate Gradient, Hopfield and
Sparse Matrix Multiplications. It was shown that ISSC increases the system
utilization and improves the overall system performance by a factor of up
to 95%. The cache advance scheme of ISSC also provides the adaptability
to the unpredictable communication characteristics in the system. This
makes ISSC achieve the same performance without being affected by
variations in the communication latency. (45) When the cost to execute
remote operations is very low, the difference in speedup between the versions with and without ISSC is not extremely high. However, a significant
speedup of the version with ISSC over the version without ISSC are
achieved in high network interface overhead environments simulated in the
EARTH system. It is shown that when the communication overhead is
greater than 100 ms is, the system with ISSC support runs almost 10 times
faster than the other two versions in the benchmarks.

3.1. Partial Evaluation of Distributed IS and ISSC
IS and ISSC memory systems are well known and have been experimentally evaluated (45) for a variety of shared memory computers. In this
section, we present experimental results which demonstrate the impact of
the ISSC on distributed systems: we describe distributed MPI implementations of IS and ISSC on NUMA S2MP SGI Origin 2000 and on PC clusters. We show how they reduce the communication overhead in communication-intensive MPI applications. We also present optimization techniques
based on partial evaluation.
The idea of using partial evaluation techniques for distributed applications has been considered in the recent past. Indeed, Sperber et al. (18)
presented a distributed partial evaluation model that considers distributing
the work of creating the specializations to distinct computational agents
called specialization servers. Each specialization server can perform work
on an arbitrary specialization, given its static configuration. As specialization produces more and more static configurations, it is necessary to distribute the work among the specialization servers present in the scenario.
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Ogawa et al. (46) defined the OMPI (Optimizing MPI) system that removes
much of the excess overhead by employing partial evaluation techniques
and exploiting static information of MPI calls. Template functions are also
utilized for further optimization. Dynamic caching optimization is used. In
this technique, each MPI function would have its own cache that holds the
arguments of its previous calls, and when there is a cache hit, the following
optimizations become possible in order to eliminate the overhead: (1) Error
checking could be eliminated. (2) Parameter checks for other dynamic
optimizations could also be eliminated. (3) Message buffers could be
reused. Another way of optimizing at the communication level has been
proposed by Eicken (47) by using a simple communication mechanism
named Active Messages. Each message contains its head and the address
of a user-level handler, which is executed upon message arrival with the
message body as argument. Under Active Messages, the network is viewed
as a pipeline operating at a rate determined by the communication overhead and with a latency which is directly related to the message length and
the network depth. The sender launches the message into the network and
continues computing; the receiver is notified or interrupted upon message
arrival and initiates the handler. This model minimizes the software overhead in message-passing machines. The efficiency of this model is due to
the elimination of buffering beyond the network transport requirements.
In this paper, we describe a technique of optimization at the communication level based on the partial evaluation of local and remote memory
accesses when some program inputs are known.
Split-phase transactions (send-a-request, receive-a-request, send-a-value
and receive-a-value) together with the ability of deferring reads of IS elements allow partial program evaluation with ISs without losing determinacy. A send-a-request transaction specifies the information being requested
and the process (memory) that owns the IS element and executes an
MPI_Send instruction. In a receive-a-request transaction, the owner of the
IS executes an MPI_Receive instruction, processes the request, checks the
status of the IS element, and either sends-a-value to the requester by an
MPI_Send or stores the request as a deferred read. When the data reaches
the IS element, the owner of the element processes the pending reads and
send-a-value by executing a series of MPI_Send instructions. A receive-avalue transaction completes an MPI_Receive and writes the value to the
local memory of a requester.
Send-a-request and receive-a-request transactions can be completed if
static information such as the number of IS elements in the input matrices
is available. In that case, the programs can be partially evaluated even if
the data bindings of the input matrices are not performed. In the residual
program, only send-a-value and received-a-value transactions are left.
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In the next section, we show that the cache system can reduce considerably the saturation of the interconnection network for MPI applications,
and that partial evaluation can reduce the communication overhead even
more.
3.2. Experimental Results
Experimental results are presented for two machines configurations:
• An SGI Origin 2000 with 10 MIPS R10000 processors running at
195 MHz with 1280 MB of main memory and a network bandwidth
of 800 MBs/sec with a hypercube topology.
• A PC Cluster with 4 nodes, 8 processors Pentium III in a point-topoint interconnection by 10/100 Fast Ethernet, and 512 MB of
memory in each node.
As benchmarks, we use the conventional dense matrix multiplication
(MM) and the conjugate gradient (CG) algorithms with well-known characteristics (behavior) when executed on single and multiple processors. In
the MM benchmark, each 128 × 128 matrix is implemented as an IS with
double precision values. The MM has excellent temporal locality: two input
matrices are constantly referenced during the computation. Data locality is
reduced when processing elements are added due to the initial data distribution. The steepest descent method, also known as the gradient method, is
the simplest example of gradient-based methods. This loose coupling algorithm solves a system of 256 equations with 256 variables. Matrices are also
represented by ISs.
The problem is chosen as sufficiently small so that it can easily fit into
a single PC and yet display a speed up on a multiprocessor. Indeed, the
larger a problem, the better the performance improvements. This is particularly true when the memory requirements of the application cannot be
satisfied in a single processor machine but can be distributed across multiple processors. Further, increasing the size of the problem transforms the
application into a computationally intensive application which has obvious
parallelization advantages. Our objective here is to demonstrate that our
approach will yield speed-ups, even for small problems.
The performance of the benchmarks with four different MPI implementations (written in C) have been compared:
1. IS. In this implementation no optimization technique is applied.
Remote requests are managed by the IS memory system.
2. IS_Residual. A residual program differs from the original IS
program in that some communications of the IS program are
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performed during the partial evaluation step, hence, they are not
executed in the residual program and do not contribute to the
execution time. All matrices elements requests (send-a-request,
local and remote) are performed. Also, all received-a-request
transactions are completed by setting the IS elements to a deferred
state. The residual program contains only deferred memory
requests. Hence, it executes only send-a-value and receive-a-value
transactions.
3. ISSC. The ISSC system is used.
4. ISSC_Residual. Both optimization techniques ISSC and partial
evaluation are applied. The residual program differs from the
original ISSC program in that all matrices elements requests (local
and remote) are performed during the partial evaluation step;
hence, they are not executed in the residual program. The residual
program must only bind the IS elements and complete the deferred
reads. Hence, it executes only send-a-value and receive-a-value
transactions.
To evaluate the impact on performance of partial evaluation techniques, a time optimization S 0p and message optimization M 0p coefficients
are calculated. S 0p =T0 /Tr is the ratio of the time T0 taken by the original
program over the time Tr taken by the residual one where some operations
are eliminated by partial evaluation. It shows the degree of reduction of the
execution time of the residual program over the original one. M 0p =M0 /Mr
is the ratio between the total number of messages M0 sent by the original
program and the total number of messages Mr produced in the residual
program. It shows the degree of message elimination by partial evaluation.
These coefficients show two different aspects of program improvement by
partial evaluation. In general, the larger the ratios, the better the optimization.
3.2.1. Message Reduction
Table II shows the number of messages of IS, IS_Residual, ISSC, and
ISSC_Residual programs for MM and CG benchmarks obtained for different numbers of processors.
For both programs, the total number of messages is increased when
more processing elements are added. It is a result of the distribution of the
data between processors. We can also see the impact of ISSC in the reduction of the number of messages in the system. The number of messages
during the execution of MM is reduced significantly by a factor of more
than 16 compared to the original quantity of IS program without ISSC
support, while the number of messages during the execution of CG is only
decreased by a factor of 1.9.
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Table II. Number of Messages in IS, IS Residual, ISSC, and ISSC Residual Programs
for the MM and CG Benchmarks with Variable Numbers of Processors
Number of messages
Program

Implementation

2 PEs

4 PEs

8 PEs

MM

IS
IS-Residual
ISSC (CB=1)
ISSC-Residual (CB=1)

2097152
1048576
32768
16384

3145728
1572864
98304
49152

3670016
1835008
229376
114688

CG

IS
IS-Residual
ISSC (CB=1)
ISSC-Residual (CB=1)

134144
67072
67584
33792

205824
102912
104448
52224

250880
125440
129024
64512

This difference is because the cache allows for the processing of more
than 90% of all requests locally in MM and only 48% in CG. Hit ratio of
the MM and CG programs for different numbers of processes and different
cache block sizes is shown in Fig. 1.
From Table II, the impact of partial evaluation in the reduction of
messages can be also seen. The number of messages of the residual
programs IS_Residual and ISSC_Residual for both, MM and CG, is
reduced by a factor of two compared to the original IS and ISSC programs
respectively.
Figure 2 shows M 0p versus the cache block size for eight processors.
Increasing the cache block size decreases the number of request-a-value
transactions (request a block), and keeps the number of receive-a-value
transactions constant, which results in decreasing M 0p from 2 to 1.25 with
an increasing cache block size to 8. All elements of the block should not be

Fig. 1. Hit ratio of the MM (a) and CG (b) programs for different number of processes
and different cache block sizes.
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Fig. 2. Message optimization (M 0p )
of ISSC by partial evaluation varying
the size of cache block for 8 PEs.

sent in one message in order to keep the property of asynchronous bounding of IS elements.
We can conclude that more than 95% of the messages in MM and
more than 75% in CG can be reduced using our ISSC. The rest of messages
are reduced by a factor of from 1.2 to 2 (depending on the block size) by
partial evaluation. This considerable reduction decreases the traffic in the
interconnection network and improves the overall system performance.
3.2.2. Time Reduction
Figure 3 shows the relative speedup of MM and CG with ISSC as
compared with programs without ISSC in both the SGI Origin 2000 and
the cluster of PCs with varying numbers of processors and cache block size.
For more than one processor, a significant reduction of the number of
messages in MM with ISSC makes it more than four times faster in the
SGI Origin 2000 (Fig. 3a) and more than ten times faster in the Cluster
(Fig. 3c) than the corresponding IS program. Fewer messages for CG
programs result in a lower speedup of the program with ISSC. CG with
ISSC is about twice faster than without ISSC in both computers (Figs. 3b
and 3d).
Figure 4 shows the relative speedup obtained by parallelization of
programs with ISSC on different numbers of processors for MM and CG.
Note that the degradation from ideal speedup is not significant for MM
because ISSC efficiently exploits temporal and spatial data locality of the
algorithm, while CG has low re-use rate of data which results in its lower
speedup.
Figure 5 shows S 0p obtained for our benchmarks with and without the
cache system, varying the number of processors. Program partial evaluation reduces the execution time of MM with ISSC by a factor more than
four in the SGI Origin 2000 (Fig. 5a) and 2.5 in the Cluster (Fig. 5c).
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Fig. 3. Speedup of ISSC over IS, for MM (a), (c) and CG (b), (d) benchmark programs
varying the number of processors and the cache block size. Results are presented for SGI
Origin 2000 (a) and (b) and for a cluster of PCs (c) and (d).

Fig. 4. Relative speedup of ISSC versus the number of PEs and the cache block size for
MM (a) and for CG (b) in SGI Origin 2000, and for MM (c) and for CG (d) in Cluster.
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Fig. 5. S 0p for MM (a), (c) and CG (b) and (d) benchmark programs with and without
cache system versus the number of processors. Results are presented for SGI Origin 2000 (a)
and (b) and for a cluster of PCs (c) and (d).

There are small changes when the number of processors is made to
vary. A lower S 0p is obtained for MM with IS. It is about two, which is
directly due to the reduction in the number of messages by a factor of two
(see Table II). The execution time of CG with IS has been also reduced by
a factor of two in both the ISSC and IS implementations (Figs. 5b and 5d).
Due to the low temporal data locality of the CG algorithm, ISSC does not
significantly reduce the execution time.
The impact of a varying number of processors and block size on S 0p is
shown in Fig. 6. When the block size is increased, the number of messages
that can be eliminated with partial evaluation is reduced (see Fig. 2). The
reduction is less for larger blocks. Increasing the number of processors also
results in less reduction for any block size. This is directly due to the
increase in communication overhead.
The reduction of the number of messages is more significant for systems
with large latency such as clusters of PCs with commodity NIC. We show
that a portion of the remote or local memory accesses can be partially
evaluated in the programs by using the split-phase feature of I-Structures
and deferred read mechanisms. These observations mean that ISSC is highly
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Fig. 6. S 0p of ISSC by partial evaluation for MM (a) and (c) and CG (b) and (d) varying
the number of processors and the size of cache block. Results are presented for SGI Origin
2000 (a) and (b) and a cluster of PCs (c) and (d).

suited for concurrent environments where readings and writings can be
executed in any order and for optimization by partial evaluation.
4. DI-STRUCTURES
The incompleteness of IS is considered on the level of elements. In
this section, we show that a higher degree of incompleteness on the level of
whole data structures leads to fine-grain parallel computation where more
optimization is possible by partial evaluation. Dynamic I-Structures (DISs)
differ from I-Structures in that they have an unrestricted number of elements which may increase the degree of incompleteness. The total number
of components is unknown at compile and run time while the selectors are
the names of elements (associative access). A fetch request (such as in the
IS) may arrive at a DIS element before the corresponding DIS element
appears. In contrast to what would happen in an IS system, it does not
cause a deferred read, but creates instead the element of the structure if it
does not yet exist. Hence, DISs can be gradually made more complete by
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successive reads. Also, in contrast to the IS, the DIS run-time system is not
capable of testing for the presence (availability) or the status of the elements (value, empty location, or deferred read). Fetch and store requests
are implemented as a DISs unification (network-unification), which is a
modification of a reduction (substitution) in a graph reduction mechanism
for fine grain parallel computation and exploiting the non-strict features
of the DIS. (38, 48) These non-strict features make DISs highly suited for the
exploitation of fine-grain parallelism and partial evaluation.
Stepanov et al. (37) implemented DISs for their simulated Abstract
Network Machine (ANM). In their implementation, a DIS memory system
named Associative Network is used. The memory is represented as a
directed graph of a special kind with labeled edges. Three types of vertexes
namely atoms, DISs, and empty objects are distinguished. Each element of
a DIS is a pair [A X], where A is the element’s name and X is the element’s value (some other vertex). There is a limitation on the DIS construction: it cannot contain two elements with the same name. A computational process of the ANM consists of asynchronous local transformations
of the network with a single operation: network-unification. The ANM
performs a partial evaluation when the information given is incomplete and
synthesizes a residual parallel program from the residual directed graph
obtained after finishing the transformations. (49)
In this section, we provide experimental results to demonstrate the
impact of partial evaluation on the performance of parallel programs as
well as optimization-related issues. One of our premises is that more incompleteness (by data structures) will foster more opportunities for optimization by partial evaluation. Our choice of ANM is dictated by our desire to
‘‘abstract’’ ourselves from ‘‘practical’’ overhead considerations and produce
observations on the quality of optimization which are strictly independent
of the ultimate computing platform.
We show that processing non-strict information in the ANM (a)
exposes fine-grain parallelism of programs which are free of any explicit
description of a parallel or sequential control structure; (b) optimizes
programs by considerable reduction of calculations; and (c) reveals in some
cases an inherent parallelism irrespective of the style of description of an
algorithm and sequence of declarations in a code.
Experimental results are presented for ANM v.2.1 (38) for unit execution time operations. As a benchmark, we use the well-known vector
Insertion Sort and list Quick Sort algorithms. The programs are in the
PARS (50) declarative language. Two implementations of Insertion Sort
algorithm are presented: InsSort1 is based on a recursive algorithm that is
to take an element of a vector, sort recursively all the rest elements of the
vector, and insert the element to the sorted vector. InsSort2 is based on a
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similar recursive algorithm that is to take each element of the input vector
and insert it to the sorted vector that initially is empty.
The performance of the benchmarks with 6 different implementations
are compared: InsSort1, InsSort1_Residual, InsSort2, InsSort2_Residual,
Qsort, and Qsort_Residual.
Time of the sequential execution T1 , time of execution on p processors Tp , the speedup Sp , the efficiency Ep , and the cost Cp are calculated.
To estimate the impact of partial evaluation on the quality of the residual
programs generated, the following optimization coefficients are calculated:
code size, number of operations, execution time, maximum number of
processors, and execution cost. Coefficients are the ratios of the respective
parameters measured for an original program over the parameters obtained
for a residual program. In general, the larger the ratios the better the
optimization.
Table III summarizes the result for the InsSort1, InsSort2, and Qs
programs. It shows the different characteristics of the programs evaluation
when all the input data are given (Table III, Original). It also shows the
characteristics of the process of partial evaluation when only N is given
(Table III, Partial evaluation). As a result of this process, the residual
program is synthesized. The results of the evaluation of this residual
program are given in Table III (Residual), and the optimization coefficients
obtained are shown in Table III (Ratio).
We see that partial evaluation has eliminated useless calculations significantly, reduced overhead and made computations more effective. The
number of operations is decreased in residual programs as compared with
the original ones by a factor of 24.39 for InsSort1, and 31.62 for InsSort2.
The program speedup is increased by a factor of 2.25 and 2.68 respectively,
while the cost is decreased by 61.20 and 33.60 times respectively. Also, we
see that the equivalent residual parallel programs with the same number of
operations and degree of parallelism are synthesized as a result of partial
evaluation of InsSort1 and InsSort2 programs (Table III, Residual: InsSort1, InsSort2 ).
For these benchmarks, a hidden inherent parallelism has been
revealed, irrespective of the style of an algorithm description and the
sequence of declarations in program codes. A reduction in the amount of
computational resources can also be obtained by this technique. The
maximum number of processors used for evaluation of the residual
program is reduced when compared to the original program by a factor of
27.20 for InsSort1, and 12.55 times for InsSort2. Table III (Partial evaluation) shows that the process of partial evaluation is also parallel.
InsSort1 and InsSort2 are the programs, which are special, in that they
are, for the most part, data-independent, meaning that the parallelism of
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Table III. Parallelization and Performance Optimization

Program
Original

Partial
evaluation
(N is available)

Residual

R
A
T
I
O

size
operation
time
processor
cost

Size
T1
Tp
P
Sp
Ep
Cp
T1
Tp
P
Sp
Ep
Cp
Size
T1
Tp
P
Sp
Ep
Cp

InsSort1
(N=24)

InsSort2
(N=24)

QSort
(L=24)

2700 Byte
27287
126
1496
216.56
14.48
188496

3887 Byte
35370
150
690
235.80
34.17
103500

2904 Byte
1671
101
37
16.54
44.72
3737

26182
76
1495
344.50
23.04
113620

34265
150
682
228.43
33.49
102300

256
77
11
3.32
30.22
847

123 Byte
1119
56
55
19.98
36.33
3080

122 Byte
1119
56
55
19.98
36.33
3080

13,768 Byte
1441
69
47
20.88
44.43
3243

21.95
24.39
2.25
27.20
61.20

31.86
31.61
2.68
12.55
33.60

0.21
1.16
1.46
0.79
1.15

operations to be evaluated is independent of the actual values being manipulated. The size of the problem is available in our experiments; hence the
programs are well optimized by partial evaluation.
For another type of problems which are data-dependent, meaning that
most operations to be evaluated are dependent of the actual values being
manipulated, the partial evaluation does not give significant results.
Table III shows the results of parallel evaluation and the optimization of
such data-dependent list quick sort algorithm Qsort. It shows that partial
evaluation cannot eliminate useless computations in Qsort to any great
degree. The program is specialized to the value of list length, but the computation depends on pivot values that are not available. The number of
operations is decreased only by a factor of 1.16, speedup is increased by
a factor of 1.46, and the cost is decreased 1.15 times. Nevertheless, the
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program parallelism automatically exposed is high when the all input data
are given. In our example, when the list length equals 24 and the number of
processor elements is 47, the speedup of the residual program is 20.88, with
an efficiency of 44.43 percent. The number of operations, the running time,
and the cost of the residual program are 1441, 69, and 3243, respectively
(Table III, QSort, Residual).
5. RELATED WORK
Dennis and Gao (51) proposed a cache management scheme for their
abstract shared-memory computer system with a data-flow program execution model. In that design, the size of a cache line is a single IS element.
Therefore, spatial locality is not exploited and no deferred read-sharing
problem occurs in their design. Moreover, no implementation and or performance evaluation had been done. Culler et al. (52) implemented the idea
of IS caching in a software manner on the Id90 compiler for their Threaded
Abstract Machine (TAM) implemented on the CM-5. In the implementation, the unit of a cache block is also a single IS data element. Only temporal data locality had been exploited. With a cache block size of a single
IS data element, no deferred read-sharing problem occurs. This made the
design comparatively easier, like cache replacement, deferred read handling, etc. A similar work was presented in Ref. 53 where a multithreaded
architecture SMALL that is capable of exploiting both coarse-grain
parallelism and fine-grain instruction level parallelism in a program was
proposed. To reduce both network traffic and the latency in accessing
remote locations, to make the system scalable, a distributed data structure
cache DS-Cache was designed. Coherence in caches is maintained by using
a special scheme for ISs, and software cache coherence mechanism for
regular data structures. Lin et al. (28) shown that spatial data locality does
play an important role in the performance improvement. Moreover, temporal data locality could be easily utilized by the programmer or the compiler without implementing the IS caching. IS software cache (ISSC) to
cache IS elements was implemented in the EARTH Threaded-C language
on the MANNA machine. (28, 54, 55) Hyong-Shik Kirn (56) proposed an organization and an operation scheme of an IS cache in frame-based multithreading. With IS caches, the performance impact was found to be threefold: reduction of the average latency, increase of quantum size, and
enhancement of frame parallelism. Among them, the enhancement of frame
parallelism seems most important. Kavi et al. (57) proposed a design of cache
memories for the explicit token store (ETS) model of data-flow systems
with IS memory system. Basically, a write-back cache was adopted in the
design. However, to guarantee the service of pending requests on IS
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memory; the data elements were written back to IS when there was any
pending request. To implement this, extra storage in the local caches was
needed and extra message passing on the network had to be introduced.
Sperber et al. (18) presented a distributed partial evaluation model in
the form of specialization servers. Each server can perform work on specialization, given its static configuration. Ogawa et al. (46) designed an
Optimizing MPI system that removed much of the excess overhead by
employing partial evaluation techniques.
The philosophy underlying the ANM project was closely coupled with
the data-flow model, ISs and languages like Id, pH. The transformation
machine was considered by Ershov. (11) Several authors considered graph
reduction machines and mechanisms for implementation of functional
languages, lazy evaluation, lambda calculus. (21, 58, 59, 60) Using partial evaluation for the automatic program parallelization matched the goal of the
partial evaluation-based compiler for the Supercomputer Toolkit. (61) The
central focus of this study was to expose and to find a way to exploit
extremely fine-grained parallelism. Traditionally, parallelization techniques
include the control-flow and data-flow analysis, vectorizing, static and
dynamic scheduling. Tchernykh et al. (49) presented an extraction of the
implicit program parallelism technique base on on-line partial evaluation.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the design and implementation of distributed ISSC for
PC clusters and SGI Origin 2000 have been presented. We have shown that
in a distributed memory systems, the split-phase memory access schemes of
MPI and IS allow for an overlap of long communication latencies and
useful computations. In addition, ISSC provides a software caching mechanism to further reduce the communication latency by caching the splitphase transactions. Therefore, the system would combine the benefits of
latency tolerance and latency reduction. It is more significant for systems
with large latency such as PC clusters with commodity NICs. By exploiting
both the temporal and the spatial global data locality, the number of
network packets decreases dramatically. ISSC not only helps the system by
exploiting the data locality in different types of applications, but it also
reduces the number of network packets in the network. The distributed
ISSC memory system significantly reduces the network latency and makes
the system more scalable. Experimental results show the speedup of the
distributed ISSC runtime system over IS for different number of processors
and cache block sizes. A significant reduction of the messages made ISSC
programs more than four times faster corresponding IS programs.
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Plain versions (non IS-based) of the programs for small problem sizes
display better performance than IS because of the IS access overhead. We
have shown that, even though ISSC incurs an additional overhead for its
operations, by taking advantage of the global data locality in applications
and with the amount of communication interface overhead saved by ISSC,
the ISSC improves system performance in the PC Cluster platforms.
We have presented an optimization technique based on partial
evaluation to decrease the overhead and improve performance of IS and
ISSC programs. Experiments have shown that if we take the total number
of messages in the original program as 100%, then introducing ISSC
reduces up to 90% of messages in some cases. The amount of messages that
is left (10%) can be reduced twice by partial evaluation, so only 5% of
original messages are left. Experimental results also show that the total
execution time can be reduced by a factor of 5 with ISSC and partial
evaluation together. We have shown than, in distributed memory systems,
it was possible to reduce the traffic of the interconnection network and
improve the performance of the entire system by these techniques.
We have also demonstrated that additional non-strict features of DISs
would lead to the parallel computation where more optimization can be
done by partial evaluation. Application of DISs and partial evaluation
techniques for optimization are effective in numerically-oriented scientific
programs, since the programs tend to be mostly data-independent. They
are also useful when solving problems where complicated dynamic data
structures (such as lists, trees, etc.) are involved and hand or compiler
detection of parallelism is difficult.
Our main results can be summarized as follows:
1. The addition of ISSC to MPI results in increased robustness to
latency variation and the speedup obtained with ISSC increases
for larger numbers of processors.
2. The ISSC significantly reduces the amount of traffic in the
network.
3. The performance of the programs with ISSC is improved for all
benchmarks for PC cluster and SGI Origin 2000.
4. Partial evaluation techniques reduce the number of MPI messages
in the system and increase the speedup of the programs.
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